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Clean Earth of Connecticut
CT DEEP CONTAINED IN POLICY CERTIFICATON
I, (property owner, generator, or LEP) having intimate historical knowledge of the property and having conducted a thorough environmental investigation into the property at the above address herby certify the contaminated soils generated from above address have undergone a RCRA hazardous waste determination and have compared contaminant concentrations with the characterization criteria below.  The concentrations in the soil being shipped to Clean Earth of Connecticut are below these criteria allowing the soil to be managed under the Connecticut DEEP Contained In Policy. 
Contaminant
Soil
 Characterization Criteria
Groundwater
Characterization Criteria
Characteristically hazardous waste " D codes" 
Non-hazardous if below levels in Toxicity Characteristic Table in 40 CFR 261.24 ("TC Table")1
Non-hazardous if below levels in Toxicity Characteristic Table in 40 CFR 261.24 ("TC Table")
Listed hazardous waste "F,K,P,U codes"See 40 CFR 261.33 for "P" & "U" See 40 CFR 261 Appendix VII to identify constituents for which " F" & "K" wastes are listed. 
Non-hazardous if below the lower of A and B:(A) Industrial/Commercial Direct Exposure Criteria in RSR2 and -----------------------------------------[choose one method from B]:
(B) either TC Table1or100 x GA Pollutant Mobility Criteria in RSR3or100 x Groundwater Protection Criteria in RSR4
Non-hazardous if below 100 x GA Groundwater Protection Criteria in RSR
1.  via Toxicity Characteristic Leachate Procedure ("TCLP") 2.  via mass analysis3.  via mass analysis or leachate analysis4.  via leachate procedure (e.g., TCLP or Synthetic Precipitation Leachate Procedure ["SPLP"])
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